Introduction
The task of compressed pattern matching [2] is to report all the occurences of a given pattern P in a text T available in compressed form. Certain compression algorithms allow for searching without prior decoding which may be practical, especially if the search is faster than in the non-compressed representation. Most of the known schemes, however, either assume a text formed into words, or are complex and rather theoretical.
The former option [11] is very practical, as long as it can be applied: the mechanism is simple, the search is fast, the compressed text together with its word dictionary takes only about 30% of the original representation, and more advanced queries can also be handled with relatively little difficulty. The problem is, however, that the assumption of "text" made up of "words" separated with spaces, so natural and convenient for Western languages, is inappropriate for oriental languages (e.g., Chinese, Korean), DNA and protein sequences, or structured music files (MIDI). Consequently, there are important applications for compression algorithms that allow searching directly in the compressed stream, without assuming practically anything about the data. The algorithm we present in this work belongs to this category.
It appears that quite a few known compression techniques can be adapted to support direct search in arbitrary data, but according to our knowledge, the only algorithms here that offer a significant compression for a wide range of data types are certain variants of Ziv-Lempel coding and Huffman (or similar) coding. Ziv-Lempel based schemes (e.g., [9, 14] ) provide better compression but the search is difficult and its speedup over the naive "first decompress, then search" approach is at best moderate. Direct searching in prefix coded (such as Huffman compressed) texts was considered, e.g., in [10, 17, 16, 8] . In this case, searching is fairly straightforward, but requires the whole compressed text being scanned to keep track of the codeword boundaries.
Albeit our algorithm is devised for non-structured texts, we take some inspiration from word based solutions. One idea is to use a byte-oriented Huffman-like code [11] , rather than the well-known binary one. For a large enough alphabet the added redundancy of a bytewise coding over its bitwise counterpart is mediocre, and byte alignment provides fast and easy access to data. Another useful (and related) idea from the same work is to sacrifice one bit per byte in the compressed sequence to distinguish the first byte of a codeword from any latter byte. Albeit both modifications yield expansion over the basic (and optimal in a sense) binary Huffman, they enable fast and simple Boyer-Moore [13] type searching in the compressed text. Without the extra bits, a "true" match in the Huffman sequence could not, in general, be distinguished in constant time from such a matching sequence which does not span over whole codewords in the compressed text. Further improvements have recently been presented in [15, 6, 5] . For example, the end-tagged dense code (ETDC) [6] sacrifices one bit per byte for tagging, but the other bits in bytes are no longer obtained with Huffman; instead, the whole code space for those seven bits in a byte can be used which means the code is not only more dense than tagged Huffman but also surprisingly simple and easy to implement. A generalization of ETDC is (s, c)-dense code [5] where, roughly speaking, even less than one bit per byte is usually wasted for making the code both decodable and enabling Boyer-Moore skips over it. More precisely, c byte values from 0 to c − 1 are used to indicate that the next byte will continue the current codeword, while the values from c to c + s − 1 are used for the last byte in each codeword (s + c = 256). The parameter s is learnt, in a prepass, for a given distribution. Note that ETDC corresponds to (128, 128)-DC.
Motivation and contributions
We show that combining ETDC and (s, c)-DC with q-gram based dictionary gives simple compression algorithm that does not assume that the text is formed of words and separators. The compression rate is moderate on word based texts, but much more competitive on e.g. DNA and protein data.
We develop novel algorithms that perform efficient pattern matching in the compressed q-gram stream. The performance is comparable to that of direct searching on uncompressed texts (not counting the decompression times).
Note that there is no clean way to use the word based methods for arbitrary data. There seems to be at least three (problematic) ways to do this: (1) simply define some arbitrary text characters as "separators" (but it is not clear which characters should be chosen, and the optimum depends on the data); (2) use every qth character as a separator (this effectively leads to our approach); (3) assume that the text consists of an extremely long single word, which means that the compressor degenerates into the algorithm used to compress the vocabulary, e.g. Ziv-Lempel compression (but this means that the search algorithms do not work anymore, or at least the search degenerates into searching in LZ compressed text).
The search problem variants that the word and q-gram based compression naturally support are different. The word based approach allows flexible searching of phrases, consisting of words, while searching e.g. partial words requires resorting to multiple matching [11] . Our search algorithms solve the classical string matching problem, more suitable to data that are not natural language.
Our algorithm
Our proposal is based on q-grams and its immediate consequence is that the scheme works straightforwardly with patterns not shorter than 2q − 1 characters. Nevertheless, we present also an algorithm for handling shorter patterns. Both cases will be discussed in the two successive subsections.
Albeit our algorithm supports full-text searching, it is based on tools devised for the word model. We could use, e.g., tagged Huffman but we experiment with more efficient techniques, ETDC and (s, c)-DC. The dictionary of symbols in those schemes contains all the space-delimited words in the given text T = t 0 t 1 . . . t n−1 . In our case, T is a sequence of n/q non-overlapping q-grams (w.l.o.g. we can assume q divides n). The ith q-gram corresponds to T [(i − 1)q . . . iq − 1]. All the unique q-grams in T must be represented in a dictionary D, hence it is crucial to find a balance between the more efficient compression of the sole text T and a rapidly growing dictionary D with increasing q. For natural texts, q should be 4 or 5.
Searching for long patterns
At the start we assume that P = p 0 p 1 . . . p m−1 has at least 2q − 1 characters. Searching P in the encoded T consists of two stages. In the first stage, we generate q possible alignments of P . This means that, e.g., the last, mth, character of P may be either the 1st symbol, or the 2nd, etc., or the qth symbol of some q-gram. Ignoring at least one of those alignments could result in missed matches. Each of those alignments corresponds to (at most) one encoded byte sequence, e.g., according to the (s, c)-DC algorithm and its codebook for text T . Note that at most q − 1 characters at both P 's beginning and its ending may be truncated. For example, if q = 4 and m = 10, one of the alignment variants, which could be denoted as 3 + 4 + 3, covers only a single q-gram. It is important to note also that some alignments may contain one or more q-grams that do not appear anywhere in T (at least, according to its partition into non-overlapping q-grams) and hence cannot have a valid representation in the codebook. This is a fortunate phenomenon, since we immediately discard such a pattern alignment from further search, as this cannot be matched to. Alg. 1 shows pseudo code.
Alg. 1 DCPreProcLong(P, q, D).
Input: pattern P , q, dictionary D Output: Set of patterns P , number of patterns r, their minimum length minl
The second stage performs multiple matching of the valid pattern alignments in their compressed form over the compressed T . We can use virtually any "off-the-shelf" algorithm devised for multiple searching, e.g., Wu-Manber [19] or Aho-Corasick [1] , see [13] for more references. Certain algorithms from this category, e.g., Wu-Manber, make use of Boyer-Moore skips, which are desirable also in our case, thanks to the properties of the ETDC and (s, c)-DC codes. Matching pattern variants has to be verified by comparing their discarded characters (at the beginning or the end of P ) against the respective neighborhood of the compressed T .
We used BNDM algorithm [12, 13] , which is of O(n log σ m/m) average time complexity, where n and m are in our case the compressed text and pattern lengths, and σ is the alphabet size. This algorithm can easily be adapted to multi-pattern filtering by using the well-known pattern superimposition technique and classes of characters [4] . This works very well in our scheme, since the number of patterns is small (at most q), and the size of the alphabet relatively large (256), that is, the effective alphabet size is 256/q, reasonable in practice. As the algorithm is bit-parallel, the maximum pattern length (in compressed form) is limited by the number of bits in a computer word. The case of longer patterns may be handled by using several computer words.
Finally, we would like to illustrate the algorithm with an example. Let the pattern be nasty bananas, q = 3 and ETDC chosen for encoding the q-grams. First we split the pattern into 3-grams considering three alignments: nas ty ban ana ast y b ana nas sty ba nan (Note that we have removed up to q − 1 characters at each pattern boundary.) Now, we encode the 3-grams, so the pattern alignments may turn into something like: ), where parentheses and spaces are added only for clarity. The shortest of those encodings has 7 bytes (the third one), therefore we truncate the other two sequences to 7 bytes. Finally, all the 7-byte sequences are input for the BNDM algorithm adapted for multiple matching. Obviously, this approach requires verification of potential matches.
Searching for short patterns
For patterns shorter than 2q − 1 characters the problem is that there are pattern alignments that do not totally cover any q-gram in the text. Even worse, the pattern can be shorter than q characters, and hence no whole qgram can occur in any pattern alignment.
There are several ways to overcome this problem. The simplest but the most inelegant solution would be to decompress the text and then search. A more sophisticated alternative resorts to bit-parallelism. We use the method proposed in [7] to build a shift-or automaton [3, 18] to process a whole q-gram in time O( (m + q − 1)/w ), where w is the number of bits in computer word. This is O(1) in practice, given our limit for m, and the practical values of q. The idea is to have an implicit decoding of the text, encoded to the automaton, i.e. the automaton makes implicit transitions using the original text symbols, while the input is the q-gram symbols of the compressed text. The benefits of this solution are that it is extremely simple to implement, does not need to generate different alignments of the pattern, and works in linear time w.r.t. the compressed text given our limit (m ≤ 2q − 1) for the pattern length. 
where msk has m lowest bits set and other bits zero. B q
[C] therefore pre-shifts and bit-wise ors the state transition information for q consecutive original symbols, and the state vector d is then updated with this precomputation. Alg. 2 shows a pseudo code for computing B q .
Alg. 2 DCPreProcShort(P, q, D).
The search algorithm is now simple. The compressed text is scanned byte by byte, and each time we have parsed a whole codeword C, we execute the simulation step. In consequence of processing q characters in a single step, the implicit automaton has q accepting states, instead of only one. 
The size of the Bit-parallelism induces a new limit for the pattern length, that is, the algorithm works only for m ≤ w − q + 1, where w is the number of bits in a computer word (typically 32 or 64). Combining this limit with the requirement m ≥ 2q −1, we have support for any pattern length assuming q ≤ (w + 2)/3 . This is a very reasonable limit, but if the text is very redundant and hence we would like to use longer q-grams, we can turn the shift-or method into filter and search only pattern prefixes of length w − q. This would require verification.
Experimental results
We have implemented the algorithms in C, and compiled with gcc 3.4.1. The test machine was a 2 GHz Pentium4 with 512 Mb RAM running GNU/Linux 2.4.20. For the experiments we used the following files: Dickens (the collected works of Charles Dickens, 10192446 bytes); XML (collection of XML files, 5345280 bytes); English, Spanish and Finnish versions of the Bible (4486219, 4276390, and 4376781 bytes, respectively); DNA of E.coli (4638690 bytes); proteins (5050292 bytes) 2 . Table 1 shows the compression ratios of different algorithms. We compared our approach to gzip and word based (spaceless [11] ) models using the same compressors as in the q-gram based algorithms. The prefix "W" in ETDC and (s, c)-DC means that word based model is used, while the prefix "q" indicates q-gram based model. The numbers include the sizes of the compressed dictionaries of words or q-grams. Our approach is clearly worse for natural languages, but the difference is smaller in the agglutinative languages, i.e., Spanish and Finnish. The number of different words is much larger than in English, and hence word based compression is less competitive. For DNA and proteins our approach gives good compression ratios (the results are very close to zero-order entropy of these texts). For the two proposed schemes we also show the used values of q and s, the range of stoppers, i.e., the byte values ending a codeword in (s, c)-DC. It is easy to notice that the used (optimal) values of q force s as high as possible for DNA (alphabet of 4 symbols) and proteins (alphabet of 23 symbols, including three special ones). We compressed the q-gram dictionaries with zlib library (a variant of LZ77 compression)
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. Table 2 shows the compressed dictionary sizes and the number of q-grams corresponding to Table 1 and the (s, c)-DC method. Table 3 presents how varying the parameter q affects the compression ratio on the example of Dickens file and ETDC coding. As it can be seen, q = 4 gives slightly worse results than q = 5. In practice we would like to use as small q as possible since it implies a smaller dictionary, making this scheme reasonable also for moderately sized texts, and triggers the faster of the two algorithms (Section 2.1) for shorter patterns. Table 3 The effect of varying q on the dictionary size and the overall compression (Dickens/ETDC). Table 5 shows search times in seconds for Dickens, DNA, and proteins. Direct search means searching directly in the compressed text; Decompress and search means first decompressing the text, and then searching with the same algorithm used for the direct search; Search decompressed is the running time of BNDM [12] algorithm applied to decompressed text (no decompression time; used also for short patterns). The timings include all the preprocessing for each algorithm, but not the I/O times. The patterns were randomly picked from the texts.
For the long patterns we used minimum pattern lengths that produced compressed pattern lengths of at least 2. For short patterns we used maximum pattern lengths not yet supported by the algorithm for the long patterns. That means, for example, that for Dickens file the short patterns had 2q−2 = 6 characters. The long patterns in this particular experiment were those 7-character excerpts from the text which had passed the "encoding test". For example, the cat would be rejected as according to one of the alignments the encoding would be reduced to the encoding of the 4-gram the , whose length is one byte only. On the other hand, the pattern trouble produces at least two-byte encoding for each alignment, so is accepted as a "long" one. Deviating from these choices would make our method faster in comparison. For the timings for Dickens we used q = 4 and ETDC, as it gives much better performance than q = 5, while the compression ratios are almost equal. For example, "Decompress and search" is faster with q = 4 than plain decompression with q = 5. For DNA and proteins we used (s, c)-DC with q = 4 and q = 2, correspondingly. Table 5 Search times in seconds for short and long patterns. 
Conclusions and future work
We have presented a compression algorithm for arbitrary data which enables pattern search with Boyer-Moore skips directly in the compressed representation. The algorithm is simple and the experiments validate the claim for its practicality. For natural texts this scheme, however, cannot match, e.g., the original (s, c)-dense code in compression ratio, but this is the price we pay for removing the limitation to word based textual data.
Several issues require further investigation. Experiments with succinct dictionary representation are definitely needed, as the number of entries in the dictionary grows exponentially with increasing q (at least as long as the typical condition q n is satisfied). Of some importance is devising a quick entropy estimation method across many tested values of q, as this speeds up preparing the compressed files. Currently we calculate the entropy for each q separately. Higher compression could also be reached if, aside from q-grams, we allow text tokens shorter than q characters. Together with some parsing rule(s), such a relaxed variant should allow to extract more occurrences of popular short sequences of characters. Another benefit of more flexible parsing should be the possibility for fast and simple updates to T (insertions or deletions in text). Finally, examining the usefulness of our algorithm for approximate pattern searching has also a high priority.
